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A WREATH PRODUCT APPROACH

TO CLASSICAL SUBGROUP THEOREMS

by Luis RlBES and Benjamin STEINBERG")

ABSTRACT. We provide elementary proofs of the Nielsen-Schreier Theorem and
the Kurosh Subgroup Theorem via wreath products. Our proofs are diagrammatic in
nature and work simultaneously in the abstract and profinite categories. A new proof
that open subgroups of quasifree profinite groups are quasifree is also given.

1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to provide a conceptual framework for simple
algebraic proofs, in both their abstract and profinite versions, of the classical

subgroup theorems from combinatorial group theory: the Nielsen-Schreier
Theorem and the Kurosh Theorem. Our proof of the Nielsen-Schreier Theorem,
for instance, could very easily be presented in a first course introducing free

groups. The fundamental idea is to exploit the functoriality of the wreath

product in order to reduce these theorems to diagram chasing. By removing
as much as possible the combinatorics on words, we are able to present proofs
that also work in the profinite category. Traditionally, the subgroup theorems

for profinite groups are obtained via a reduction to the abstract case ; here we

prove the abstract and profinite theorems simultaneously.
In addition to proving the classical subgroup theorems, we also give a

very simple and natural proof of a result of the first author, Stevenson and

Zalesskii [17] on open subgroups of quasifree profinite groups.
The origins of our approach via wreath products lie in two sources:

profinite group theory and profinite semigroup theory. The genesis of the

wreath product technique for subgroup theorems is [4], where Cossey, Kegel
and Kovacs used wreath products to prove that closed subgroups of projective
profinite groups are again projective. The usual proofs of this result rely on
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the Nielsen-Schreier Theorem for abstract free groups or on cohomological
techniques, see [18, Theorem 7.7.4] for example. The wreath product approach

was further developed by Haran to study closed subgroups of free products
of profinite groups [8]. Ershov [6] seems to be the first to have attempted to

use wreath products to deal with subgroup theorems for discrete groups. In
particular, he gives a proof of the Kurosh Theorem using Haran's notion of
a projective family. However, his proof is not conceptually appealing since it
follows this route of projective families, and moreover it relies on the Nielsen-
Schreier Theorem, which normally should be deducible as a special case of
the Kurosh Theorem.

The same wreath product techniques arose independently in the work
of semigroup theorists investigating the structure of free profinite monoids.
Wreath products were first introduced into semigroup theory by Schützen-

berger [19] and came to play a major role in the subject with the advent
of the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem [12], which definitively established the wreath

product as the principal instrument for decomposing semigroups into simpler
parts; see Eilenberg's book [5] or [16] for details. There is no Nielsen-Schreier
Theorem for free monoids; also cohomological techniques do not work well
for semigroups because the Eckmann-Shapiro Lemma fails in this context.

Semigroup theorists were then naturally led to the wreath product to prove
structural results about free profinite monoids. Margolis, Sapir and Weil [14]
first exploited this technique in order to show that those finitely generated

clopen submonoids of a free profinite monoid that have any chance to be

free are indeed free; this was extended to the non-finitely generated case by
Almeida and the second author [1]. Rhodes and the second author rediscovered

the proof from [4] that closed subgroups of projective profinite groups are

projective and used an analogous argument to establish that closed subgroups
of free profinite monoids are projective profinite groups [15]; see also [20]
where a similar idea was used.

We soon came to realize that the theorems for abstract groups should also
be amenable to these techniques, leading to the current paper. The paper is

organized as follows. The first section sets up our notation for wreath products
and establishes the basic functorial properties of this construction. Next we

turn to the Nielsen-Schreier Theorem, which is proved for abstract groups and

then adapted to profinite groups. The Nielsen-Schreier Theorem is followed

up by the Kurosh Theorem, which is the most technical part of the paper. The

paper closes with a proof that open subgroups of quasifree profinite groups are

again quasifree. The aim of this paper is to be a self-contained and elementary

exposition, so many well-known results are included.
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2. Notation .and conventions

If K and L are groups, K < L indicates that A" is a subgroup of L.
Composition of maps in this paper is always assumed to be right-to-left, except
when dealing with permutations in a symmetric group S2, which we multiply
left-to-right If x.y £ L, we define xy — y-1xy and Ky y~1Ky. The inner
automorphism inn}, of L determined by y is the automorphism x 1—y yxy-1

(x£L).

2.1 The. semdirect product

Recall that a group G is said to act on a group R on the left, if there

exists a homomorphism a: G —> Aut(/?) denoted by g t—> afl (g £ G).

Equivalently, G acts on R on the left if there is a function G x R —> R

denoted by (x. r) xr, such that

(a) V r, Vr £ R,

(b) xyr \yr), Vr /?, x,y £ G,

(c) \rir2) xrixr2, Vrur2 £ R, x £ G.

Indeed, just define xr ax(r).
Given such an action, define the corresponding semidirect product R x G

to be the group with underlying set R x G and multiplication given by

(r,x)(ri,xi) (r(Vi),xxi) (r, n R, x, x\£ G).

One checks that indeed this multiplication makes R n G into a group with
identity element (1,1). Note that

(rixy1=(x (r-1),*-1), (1,cc)(r, 1 )(1,et)"1 =(xr, 1).

Moreover, the maps

i?ui?xiG r N (r, 1) (r R) and G^R^G ru(U) (re G)

are injective homomorphisms. If we identify R and G with their images under
these injections, we have R xi G RG, with AGG 1 and R <] R xi G. When

using this identification we sometimes write the elements of R xi G RG as

r x (r £ R, x £ G). Throughout the paper we use the notation (r,x) or r-x
for an element of R xi G, according to convenience.

2.2 Permutational wreath products

Fix a set 2. Given a group A, define A2 to be the group of all functions

/: 2 —y A. We write the argument of such a function / on its right; thus the
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operation on A2 is given by

(fg)(s) f(s)g(s) (/, g A2, s 2).

We denote by S : A —* A2 the diagonal homomorphism : it assigns to a G A
the constant function ôa A2 defined by öa(s) a, for all j62. The image
of S is denoted Sa-

Assume that a group G acts on 2 on the right Define the permutational
wreath product A I G (with respect to the G-set 2) to be the semidirect

product

A} G A1 xi G,

where the action of G on A2 is defined by

9f(s) =f(sg) (g G G, / G A2, s 2).

The usage of left exponentiation follows Eilenberg [5]. Observe that G

centralizes Sa in A I G, so that (Sa,G) Sa x G.

2.2.1 ELE.ME.NTARY properties. Several fundamental properties of the

wreath product are recorded in the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 2.2.1. (a) If B < A are groups, and H < G, then

B\H B1 xi H < AlG A1 x G.

(b) Functoriality on A : (—) I G is a functor, i.e., for each homomorphism

a : A —> B, there is a homomorphism

a IG: AlG A2 xG^BlG B2 xiG

given by (/, g) 1—> (a/, g), where f G A2 and g G G, so that

(bl) idaI G id^G, and

fi !3

(b2) if A —^ B —> C are group homomorphisms, then

ßa I G (3 I G)(a I G).

(c) Furthermore, a} G is an epimorphism (respectively, a monomorphism) if
and only if a is an epimorphism (respectively, a monomorphism).
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2.3 The standard embedding

Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Let 2 //\G be the set of all

right cosets of H in G. Denote by p\ G —> the associated permutation
representation of G in S-z, i.e., p is the homomorphism defined by pig) g
(g E G), where g: 2 2 is the permutation Hx ha Hxg (x E G). Note that

ker(p) [^] xHx~1 He,
x^G

the core of H in G.

Fix a right transversal T of H in G, i.e., a complete set of representatives
of the right cosets Hx {x EG). We denote the representative of Hx in T by
either tjjx or x, as convenient. Define sr E G2 as the map that assigns to
each right coset of H in G its representative in T :

st(Hx) tHx=x ET (xEG).

Consider the monomorphism of groups p: G -a Gl p(G) given by the

composition of homomorphisms

(Sx/) r inns
G ÖG x p(G) c G I p(G) ^ G I (KG)

Explicitly, if g E G, then

fp(g) sT(àg p{g)) sj1 =f;! p{g),

where fu E G2 is defined by fu — sjàtlp(3)isjl), i.e.,

fg(Hx) tHxgt~lg (x EG).

We remark that p(G) < Hlp(G), because fg(Hx) tjjxgt^}g E H (x E G).
Therefore, we have proved

THEOREM 2.3.1 (Embedding Theorem). Let H < G be groups.

(a) There is an injective homomorphism <p: G H \ p(G) defined by

Tig) =f9 - pig)-,

where fg : 2 H\G -a H is given by ftj(Hx) tHxyt^ (g,xE G).

(b) t\h(H) < W2 x p(H) HI p(H).

We record the following facts for future use; they follow by routine

computation in the wreath product.
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LEMMA 2.3.2. Let A be a group and 'ip : G —J* Alp(G) be a homomorphism
such that

commutes, where 0 is the projection. Put 'iP(fj) (fq- (Q £ G). Then

the following hold :

m for <n.,...ft, e G,

(h) pg-, {«s"''/JT-1 « for

Remark 2.3.3. If H <1 G, then 2 has the structure of a group that

we denote K. Identifying K with its canonical image in S-% — Sk, we have

K p(G), so that ip: G H I K. This is the so called Kaluznin-Krasner
Theorem : every extension of a group H by a group K can be embedded in

HI K [11]. The standard embedding is very closely related to the monomial

map [7, Chap. 14] and the theory of induced representations; see [21] for a

detailed discussion.

From now on we shall use the notation T {/, | i I) (if T is finite,
we write T {t±..... tk} and we shall assume that there is a symbol 1 /
such that t\ 1 is the representative of the coset H, i.e., tjf h 1.

Fix i £ /. Then the action of Hh t~1Hti on 2 H\G fixes the element

Hti £ 2. Hence if A is a group and / £ A2, one has <Àxf(Htj) f(Htp, for
all x £ H1'. Therefore, the copy

{/(»,)
of the group A corresponding to the Htt £ 2 component of the direct product
A2 centralizes p(Hl0 in Alp(H'"). Thus

A I p(Htr) A2 x p(H") A x (A2_{Wi} xi plH'p)

We denote by ttaa' AI p(Hl0 —¥ A the corresponding projection:

K.A.iif p(x)) f(Htd (x £ Hh, f £ A2).

The case i 1 will be used so often, that it is convenient to set i;a ka.i
Part (b) of the following lemma expresses the naturality of 7ta.i
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LEMMA 2.3.4. We continue with the above setting. Let i /.
(a) There is a commutative diagram

H I p(Hl0

H.

In particular; for i 1, 7r#p|?/ id#-.

(b) If or. A —f B is a homomorphism of groups, then the diagram

A I p(Hl>)
a)p(H'<")

B I p(H<0

A B

commutes.

(c) One has I p{Hl0) — A I p(Hc) A2, where Ha is the core of H.
The restriction (tivuOU2 : A2 —> A is the usual direct product projection.

Proof. To prove (a) observe that, for r e Hh, one has

fr(Hti) tutrtjjlir t,rt^

since H1' stabilizes Ht-,. The proof of (b) follows directly from the definitions
of ttaj, ttb,I. and aip(H1') Part (c) is clear, as f]ielH'' He kerp.

2.4 The Embedding Theorem for profinite groups

By a variety of finite groups we mean a nonempty class 6 of finite

groups closed under taking subgroups, finite direct products and homomorphic
images. In this paper, we assume in addition that the variety Q is closed under
extensions of groups (we say then that G is an extension closed variety of
finite groups). A pro-G group is a profinite group whose continuous finite
quotients are in 6, i.e., an inverse limit of groups in 6. Suppose now that G is
a pro-6 group and H is an open subgroup of G (cf. [18] for basic properties
of profinite groups). Let 2 H \G ; then 2 is finite, and the quotient topology
on 2 is discrete. Let p\ G —» S? be as before; since Hq kerp is open
in G, the homomorphism p is continuous. If A is any pro- G group, then
A2 is a pro-CI group and the left action p(G) x A2 —> A2, as defined above,

is continuous since 2 and p(G) are finite and the action just permutes the
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coordinates. Thus the wreath product AI p(G) A2 x p(G) is a pro-C group
(here we use that C is extension closed). Moreover, if T is a transversal for
2, then it follows immediately from the definition that the standard embedding

(p : G —> HI p(G) is continuous.

3. The Nielsen-Schreier Theorem

We present an elementary proof of the Nielsen-Schreier Theorem, stating
that subgroups of free groups are free, using wreath products. Our proof
is algebraic in nature, rather than combinatorial, and proceeds by direct
verification of the universal property. Let F be a free group on X and H a

subgroup. Elements of F can be viewed as reduced words over X\JX~l [13].

3.1 Schreier transversals
A Schreier transversal for H < F is a right transversal T of H in F

that is closed under taking prefixes (and in particular contains the empty
word): if yi • • -y,- • • -yn T with yi,... ,y„ E AUA-1 in reduced form, then

yi • • - y. G T, for all i 0,..., n - 1. The existence of Schreier transversals

is a standard exercise in Zorn's Lemma.

LEMMA 3.1.1. There exists a Schreier transversal T of H in F.

Proof. Consider the collection (P of all prefix-closed sets of reduced words
in X UI"1 that intersect each right coset of H in at most one element, and

order IP by inclusion. Then {1} IP, so it is non-empty. It is also clear that
the union of a chain of elements from (P is again in T, so !P has a maximal
element T by Zorn's Lemma. We need to show that each right coset of H
has a representative in T. Suppose this is not the case and choose a minimum
length word w so that Hw fl T 0. Since 1 T, it follows that w f 1 and

hence w ux m reduced form, where x E XUX-1. By assumption on w, we
have Hu Ht for some t E T. If tx is reduced as written, then TU {ta} CP,

contradicting the maximality of T. If tx is not reduced as written, then tx G T
by closure of T under prefixes and Hw Htx, contradicting the choice of
w. This completes the proof that T is a transversal.

3.2 The. Nielsen-Schreier Theorem

We now proceed with our proof that subgroups of free groups are free via
wreath products.
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THEOREM 3.2.1 (Nielsen-Schreier). Subgroups of free groups are free.
More precisely, let F be a free group on X and let H be a subgroup. Let T
be a Schreier transversal for H and

(3.1) B {&(Fë)_1 I (t7x) 6 T x X, tx(fx)_1 f 1}

Then H is freely generated by B.

Proof. Our goal is to show that any map ex: B —? G with G a group
extends uniquely to a homomorphism 7: H -a G. First define an extension

a: 5U{1}hG by a(l) 1. Denote by 2 the set H\F of right cosets

of H in F and let p\ F -¥ Ss, be the associated permutation representation
of F.

To motivate our construction of the extension, we start with a proof of
uniqueness. So let 7: H G be any homomorphism extending a. Consider
the standard wreath product embedding p : F —» H\ p(F) of Theorem 2.3.1.

The functoriality of the wreath product and Lemma 2.3.4 yield the commutative

diagram

F 1—> HI p(F) ^ GI p(F)

Hence 7 is uniquely determined by (7 I p(F))p, which is in turn determined

by its values on X. But if x X, then (71 p(F))p(x) (yfx, p(x)). Now recall
that fx(Hw) tf[wxtf^ix G B LJ {1} and hence 7fx — afx. Thus the unique
possible extension of a to a homomorphism is given by ~kg(t\h), where

r: F —» G} p(F) is the homomorphism defined on X by r(x) (o fx, p(x)).
Let us show that extends a.

Let b B. Then b txilx)-1 for some t T, x X. Let us suppose
that t x 1 • • -x*_i and (Zx)-1 j*7+i • • -xn in reduced form. We put x^ x
so that b xi - xn, although this product may not be reduced as written.
Set ti xi • * -xi, for i 0,... ,n. Using that Schreier transversals are prefix-
closed one easily deduces the formulas:

tj x i xi for i < k,
^3-2> -1 -1U=xn xi+1 for i > k.
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Indeed, the first formula is clear. The second follows because, for i> k-j-1,
Hti Htxxk+1 •xi Hx'1 -x^Xk+i xi Hx'1 •

Our aim now is to verify 7rcT(b) a(b). Put r(r) (//. p(r)), for r G F.
We claim that if tHWxÇ,}lJX =1 (x G X U X~1, w E F then fx(Hw) 1. This

is immediate if x EX, since fx — ofx and fx(Hw) tjjwxf^lvx. Next assume

x £ X~l. Hence, taking into account that x_1 EX,

fx(Hw) (jxfx-XHwx))-1 {a{tHwxx-lt^l)rl 1

since tHwxx-lt~lw xt~lx)-1 1.

In light of (3.2) it follows that tj-\ v,- t~l 1 for all i ^ k. Thus by the

claim and Lemma 2.3.2,

r^rib) =fb(H) =fxv..xjß)
=fxSHK(-Hxi) • • -fxSHxi • • -^-i)

fxk(Htk-i) aOk-iXkÇ1') a(b)

as required. This completes the proof that H is freely generated by B.

Remark 3.2.2. Notice that the above proof only shows that B is a basis

for H. It does not follow from the proof that B is in bijection with the set

of pairs (t,x) E T x X such that tx(tx) ~1 / 1, although this can be deduced

by straightforward combinatorial reasoning.

3.3 The Nielsen-Schreier Theorem for free profinite groups

Let X be a profinite space (i.e., a compact Hausdorff and totally
disconnected topological space). Then a pro-C group F is said to be a

free pro- Q group on X if there is a continuous map i\ X -x F such that

if er: X -e G is any continuous map into a pro-6 group G, then there is a

unique continuous homomorphism if. F —, G such that

X^-F

G

commutes. If (X, *) is a pointed profinite space, one defines in an analogous

manner the concept of free pro-G group on (X,*): it satisfies the same
universal property as above, but with all the maps assumed to be continuous
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maps of pointed spaces (the maps send distinguished points to distinguished
points; the distinguished point of a group being its identity element). The map

i is an embedding, and we identify X with its image t(X).
Observe that a free pro-C group F on a profini te space X can be viewed

as free pro-C group on the pointed profinite space *) in an obvious

way; so we deal here only with pointed spaces. Let <3> denote the abstract

subgroup of F generated by X. Then (cf. [18, Propositions 3.3.13 and 3.3.15]),
<I> is a free abstract group with basis X - {*} ; furthermore <l> is dense in F.

Let H be an open subgroup of F. Then the natural map

(H n <E>)\0 -a H\F - 2

is a bijection. Choose a Schreier transversal T of H fi in 4>. The map

T xX^B {txdxT1 \ t E T,x E X} Ç H < F

given by (t,x) tx(ü)_1 tx(t1r^)-1 (where tt: F —» 2 H\F is the

projection) is continuous, since tt and the section Hf \-¥ tjj/ from H\F to F
are obviously continuous. And so, B is closed by the compactness of T xX,
i.e., B is profinite. Observe that 1 GS. We think of B as a pointed space
with distinguished point 1. The proof of the Nielsen-Schreier Theorem that

we have presented above now goes through mutatis mutandis to show that H
is a free profinite group on the pointed space (B. 1). Thus we have:

THEOREM 3.3.1. Let C be an extension closed variety of finite groups.
Let F be a free pro- C group on a pointed profinite space (X, *) and let H be

an open subgroup of F. Then H is a free pro-Q group on a pointed profinite

space.

4. The Kurosh Theorem

In this section, we give what may arguably be considered the first algebraic

proof of the Kurosh Theorem on subgroups of free products. The original
proof is essentially combinatorial, while modern proofs have a topological
character. Perhaps, Higgin's proof can also be considered algebraic, but it
relies on groupoids [10]. Our proof has a similar flavor to the above proof
of the Nielsen-Schreier Theorem in that it relies on wreath products. A key
difference is that the transversals used are more complicated.
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4.1 Free products

Let G *aea be the free product of the groups Ga, a G A. We shall

freely use the Normal Form Theorem for free products [13, Chap. IV], stating
that each non-trivial element g of G can be uniquely written in the form

g — gig2 gm where each g, belongs to some Ga and g, Ga implies

gi-i-i f Ga, for i 1,.... m — 1. The number m will be called the syllable
length of g and we write £(g) m. If S Ç G, denote by £(S) the smallest

syllable length of an element of S. By convention, the syllable length of the

identity is 0. If gm Ga, then we shall say that g ends in the syllable a or
that a is the last syllable of g.

4.2 KUROSH SYSTEMS

Let us begin by setting up notation. Suppose that G 4 (>e/\ Ga. Let
H < G and set 2 H\G. Denote by p : G —> S-z the associated permutation
representation. Let {Hi \ i 6 /} be the right cosets of H and assume there
is a symbol le/ such that H\ H. Assume that we have a transversal

Ta of the right cosets of H in G for each a e A. Denote by o(//,•) the

representative of Hi in Ta. We require a(H) 1, all a £ A.

Definition 4.2.1 (Kurosh system). A collection D {Da \ a e A}
of systems D,y of representatives a(HgG,y) of the double cosets H\G/G(>,
a 6 A, together with a system {Ta \ a A] of transversals for H\G is

called a Kurosh system if the following holds:

(i) if (/ — a(HgGiy), then g (AHg) ;

(ii) a(HgGn is either 1 or ends in a syllable ß f a. ;

(iii) H, Ç HgGa and a(HgGa) g implies (x(Hß gGn ;

(iv) if 1 / g a(HgGiy) ends in the syllable ß, then 3(Hg) g ;

(v) £(a(HgGa)) e(HgGa).

PROPOSITION 4.2.2. Kurosh systems exist.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of the double cosets HgGa.
If £(HgGa) 0, i.e. HgGa HGa, choose o,(HgGa) 1 and a(H) 1 ;

if H f Hi Ç HGa, choose aa Ga so that Hi Haa, and put a(Hß aa.
Then conditions (i)-(v) hold. Let n > 1, and assume representatives ß(HrGß)
and ß(Hß have been chosen whenever Hi Ç HrGg and P.(HrGß) < n — 1

(ß G A, r G G), satisfying conditions (i)-(v). Let £(HgGn) n with li(g) n.

Then g gag, where t(g) n — 1, 1 gL a.g £ Gg and 3 f a. Since
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ß(HgGß) < n — 1, representatives ß(HgGß) t and ß(Hg) tbß bß Gg)
have already been chosen; in particular, £(t) < n— 1 by (v). Since £(Hg) — n,
we deduce that bß f 1 and ß(tbß) n. Define a(HgGa) tbß a(Hg),
and whenever Hg f Hi Ç HgGn, choose ca G G(li so that //,• Hgc(X, and

put a(Hß tbßCa. Clearly, conditions (i)-(v) are satisfied.

Let us define some key elements of H. Fix an index oq G A. For x Ga
and Hi G H\G, define:

)>i.x - a(Ht)xa{Htx)~l ;

Zi, a. a(Hi)a0(Hi)-1.

It is immediate that y,-.x, z-U(y G H for all i, x and a. Notice that

Z\.a 1 Zi,ao for all a G A, i G I. If Ht Hg, we often write yug.x aud

zh<),(.i: for y,,x and z,,(X. We begin with some simple observations concerning
these elements.

PROPOSITION 4.2.3. Retaining the above notation, we have:

(1) if xux2 G Ga, then yi,xJj.x2 =yuxxi where Htxi Hj ;

(2) if x G G(X, Hi Ç HuG(y with u a(HuG()), then y,-_x G uGnu fl H ;

(3) if h G uGau~l C\H with u — a(HuGa), then h — yuu.x for some x G Ga ;

(4) if 1 u a(HuGa) ends with the syllable 3, then Zuu.a — Zhu.6

Proof. First we handle (1). The definition yields

y-,.xiJ/Vc a(Hi')x1a(HiX1y1a{HiX1)x2a(HiX1x2y1 =yilXlX2 •

Next we turn to (2). By condition (iii) of a Kurosh system, a(Hf) ug and

odJHiX) — ug' for some g,g' G Ga whence — ugx{ug')~l G uG<ru~l C\H.
To prove (3), suppose h uxu~1 with x G Ga. Then Hu Hux and

a(Hu) u by (i). We conclude that ynu.x oXHulxofHux)~1 uxiC1 h.

For (4) we simply observe that a(Hu) u 3(Hu) by (i) and (iv).

4.3 The Kurosh Theorem

Set Z I i G I, <y G A, ^1} and F (Z). Our goal is to prove

and F is freely generated by Z. We use wreath products and the universal

property to effect this proof. From now on we work with a fixed Kurosh

system. If ç : Z —> K is a map, with K a group, then we extend ?/> to
Z U {1} by setting 0(1) 1

•
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PROPOSITION 4.3.1. Given a family fF fipu: uGau~lC\H —> K}a£A,u£Da

of group homomorphisms and a map v : Z —t K, there exists, for each a G A,
a homomorphism Wfl!: G(i —> K I p(G) defined by (fx, p(x)) with

fx(Hj) lb(zita) V«(y,>)^(2/,a)

where Htx — Hj and u — a(HtGai). // 4P G —ï K I p(G) denotes the induced

homomorphism, then the following diagram commutes :

(4.1)

(KG),

where 0 is the projection.
Moreover, the construction of 4* is functorial in the sense that given

another family of homomorphisms {ij;'u\ uGau~1 fi H —y K'}a^A.ueDn >

a map ii>' : Z —> K' and a homomorphism 7 : K' —? K such that the diagrams

(4.2)

K'

UGfyU
1 fl H z

K K' K

commute, then the following diagram commutes :

K' I (KG)

¥'
(4.3) )'>P(G)

Klp(G),

where 4/' is the map associated to the family 'J'.

Proof We begin by verifying that is a homomorphism. Proposition

4.2.3(2) implies that y^x uG(tu~l fi H so that Wf, makes sense.

Let x\,X2 Ga • Clearly, HiX\Ga HiXzGa HiXiXzGa HiGa\ set

u a(HiGa). From

(fxy, pUi)Xfx2, P(X2)) (fxl (pix% p(xix2))

it follows that we just need fxl(Hi)fX2(HiXi) fxlX2(Hù- Putting Hj H,xx
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and Hk H)x\X2, an application of Proposition 4.2.3(1) yields

fx\ (^A)fxi (.HjXi) — 1p(Zi,a) 1pu(yi,x\ )'$(.Zj,a~)lp(.Zj,a) Çh(yj.Xi 'f(.Zk,a

V'{Zi,a) ^Pu(yi,x\Xz~)'tP(.Zk,a) fx\xz(Hi) i

as required. The ¥a induce the desired map M* by the universal property of
a free product. The commutativity of (4.1) and (4.3) are immediate from the

definition of and the universal property of a free product.

From the proposition and Lemma 2.3.4, we obtain

COROLLARY 4.3.2. Let 4*, dT and 7 be as in Proposition 4.3.1. Then
there is a commutative diagram

K' \ p(H) — K'

Our next lemma is where we make use of the full strength of the Kurosh

system.

LEMMA 4.3.3. Let u a(Hu). Then fu(H) P'(zhum)

Proof. We induct on the syllable length of u. If u 1, there is nothing
to prove as zn.a — 1 for all a. So assume u f 1. The proof divides into
two cases.

Case 1. Assume u a(HuGa). Then (iii) implies that we can write

u vx with v a(HuGn) and x e G(t. Moreover, i(v) < £(u) by (ii).
Since a(Hv) v by (i), by induction f,(H) :ip(z.m>.«)• Then we find by
Lemma 2.3.2

fu(H) =f,(H)fx(Hv) fiZHvxDfiZHv^^idiyHv^i'iZHuxJ
V-'v(yHi; ,x) W (ZHu, ix •

But )'Hv,x a(Hv)xa(Hvx)~$ a(Hv)xa(Hu)~^ vxu~l 1, establishing

fu(H) f(zHu.a).
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Case 2. Suppose u a(HuGa). Since u ß 1, (ii) implies that u

ends in a syllable 3 with ß ß a and (iv) yields ß(Hu) u. By (ii)
u ß 3(HuGß), so Case 1 implies that f,{H) vKzhu.b) Proposition 4.2.3(4)
provides zhu,b zm,a., so fu(H) ifKzffH,n).

This establishes the lemma.

An important special case is when K H and the éu and w

are the inclusions. Let us denote the induced map in this case by
ML G^Hlp(G).

PROPOSITION 4.3.4. The map MF: G —> H I p(G) is the standard wreath

product embedding associated to the transversal T(y;. Consequently,
is the identity.

Proof. Writing MF(#) (Fg,p(g)), if x G Ga and H-,x Hj, then

Fxm zülyrxZpa a0 (HdaiHß-'iaiHßxaiHjyßaiHßaoiHj)-1
aomxaoiHix)-1.

Thus MF is the standard embedding associated to the transversal Tao.

In the proof of the next theorem, we retain all the notation introduced in
this section.

THEOREM 4.3.5 (Kurosh). Let {D0,Ta I a: £ A} be a Kurosh system for
H < G * açA G(y. Then

//=*[* * F
aAL«DoW ;J

and F is a free group with basis Z.

Proof. Let ftpu: uGau~l C H —? A"}aeA.«GD0 be a family of group
homomorphisms and ifi: Z —> K a map. Let MF: G —y Kl p(G) be as

in Proposition 4.3.1. We show that tt^-MFI?/ extends the and Ç, where

ttk ttk.i is as in Lemma 2.3.4. Suppose u a(HuGa) and h uG,xu~1f]H.

By Proposition 4.2.3(3), h yj_x for some v e Ga, where H; Hu.

Setting Hj H-tx, an application of Lemmas 4.3.3 and 2.3.2 (and the fact
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Ha(Hi) Hi) yields

=fyLx{H) =famXa(HJ)-^H)

=faiH^muHiXfaiHßimr1
V(Zi,a)\:4'(Zi,a Hu(yi,x)''P(Zj,et )]

Hu(yi;x) V>«(A).

Similarly, we calculate using Lemmas 4.3.3 and 2.3.2

fUifi)

since Zi.ao 1
•

The uniqueness of tck^Ih follows from the functoriality of our construction.

Namely, in Proposition 4.3.1 take K' H and ip'u, -ip' the inclusions

(and so ¥' : G -h HI p(G) is ¥ from Proposition 4.3.4). Suppose 7: H —y K
is an extension of the tpu and Ç. Then (4.2) commutes and so diagrams (4.3)
and (4.4) commute. Since ^h^Ih is the identity in this case by
Proposition 4.3.4, we conclude that 7 Tr^Wl#-.

Remark 4.3.6. As we mentioned earlier, there is a close relationship
between the standard embedding and induced representations [21]. From this

viewpoint, our proof of the Kurosh Theorem has a similar flavor to Mackey's
Theorem on the restriction to one subgroup of a representation induced from
another.

4.4 The. Kurosh Subgroup Theorem for profinite groups

Let T be a pro-C group and let {T„ | a G A} be a collection of pro-C

groups indexed by a set A. For each a t A, let ta : ra -> F be a continuous

homomorphism. One says that the family {t.a \ a G A} is convergent if
whenever (J is an open neighborhood of 1 in T, then U contains all but a

finite number of the images ta(ra). We say that T together with the ta is
the free pro- Q product of the groups Ftt if the following universal property
is satisfied: whenever A" is a pro-C group and {Ao: : F,v. —»• K \ a A} is a

convergent family of continuous homomorphisms, then there exists a unique
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continuous homomorphism A: r —» K such that

rrt: r
; a

i
K

commutes, for all a G A. We denote such a free pro-6 product by
F — UnçA Free pro-C products exist and are unique. To construct the
free pro-C product T one proceeds as follows: let G *«sabe the free

product of the groups as abstract groups. Consider the pro-C topology on
G determined by the collection of normal subgroups N of finite index in G

such that G/N C, NO rft is open in for each a A, and N > rft:,
for all but finitely many a. Then

r l^m G/N.
N

It turns out that G is naturally embedded in F as a dense subgroup. One can
take the homomorphism ia to be the composition of inclusions

rf> -H G -H T (« G A).

If the set A is finite, the 'convergence' property of the homomorphisms t,a

is automatic.

For such free products, one has the following analogue of the Kurosh

Subgroup Theorem [3].

THEOREM 4.4.1. Let H be an open subgroup of the free pro-Q product

1 II'.
aA

Then, for each a G A, there exists a set Da of representatives of the double
cosets H\r/r(> such that the family of inclusions

«rAu n H '—¥ H I u G D(x. cr G A j

converges, and H is the free pro- C product

H J J uT(Xu
1 fi H

«(E.4, «GD,v

n o.

where <E> is a free pro- C group of finite rank.
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Proof. First we show that we may assume that A is finite. Consider the

core Ht Hqer'jHg-1 of H in T. Since H is open, we have that HT is

open in F. So there exists a finite subset S of A such that < Hy for all

aeA-B. Put r7 Uf,çA-B r« ^ 01631

r= [IJ r
«8

n r'

is a free pro- 6 product of finitely many factors, and one easily sees that it
suffices to prove the theorem for this product. Indeed, observe first that for
all a A — B, Hr > ra and since //p <] F, one has HuYa Hu HuY'
(u e r), i.e., H\r/r7 H\r H\r/ra ; on the other hand,

uY'u'1 fi H uY'u~l — uTau~l — (uYlxu~l Y\H).
—S

Hence from now on we assume that A is a finite indexing set.

Choose a Kurosh system {D(>,Ta \ o c A} for the subgroup G Y) H of
the abstract free product G Frt, and observe that, for each a, Ta
and Da are systems of representatives of the cosets H\G and of the double

cosets H\Y/Y(y, respectively. The remainder of the proof can be carried out
mutatis mutandis as is done in the proof of Theorem 4.3.5 (one simply has to
require initially that the homomorphisms \bu are continuous, and then verify
that all the maps involved in the proof are also continuous; this is an easy

consequence of our comments in 2.4).

Let us point out that this proof is independent of the result for abstract

free products (Theorem 4.3.5); it simply follows the same procedure.

We leave open the question of whether or not the same simple procedure
works in case one deals with pro- C products of pro-6 groups indexed by a

profini te space [22].

5. Quasifree profinite groups

This section contains a simpler proof of the main result of [17], A similar
approach, using the twisted wreath product, was independently discovered by
Bary-Soroker et al. [2],
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5.1 QUASIFREE GROUPS

An epimorphism of groups is termed proper if it is not an isomorphism.
Let C be an extension closed variety of finite groups and let m be an infinite
cardinal number. A pro-Q group G is called m-quasifree if whenever A and

B are groups in C, a: A —> B is a proper epimorphism of groups that splits
(i.e., there is a section a: B -A A of a : au — idg), and ß: G -A B is a

continuous epimorphism,

G

C7

then there exist precisely m different continuous epimorphisms À: G -a A
such that aA ß. See [17, 9] for motivation and elementary properties
of these groups; one knows in particular that the minimal number d(G) of
generators converging to 1 of such an m-quasifree group G is m (see [17,
Lemma 1.2]). In [17] it is proved that open subgroups of m-quasifree groups
are m-quasifree. Here we provide a simpler and more natural proof of this
result by means of wreath products.

THEOREfvI 5.1.1. Let G be an m-quasifree pro-G group, and let H be

an open subgroup of G. Then H is m-quasifree.

Proof. Given A.B G G, a proper split epimorphism a: A -a B and

a continuous epimorphism ß: H —> B, we need to prove the existence of
exactly m continuous epimorphisms À: H —y A such that aA ß.

Set 2 H\G and let p: G —» S-% be the corresponding permutation
representation as in Section 2. Consider the standard embedding

p: G^HlpfG)

constructed in Theorem 2.3.1. Note that o I p(G): A I p(G) —> B I p(G) is a

split proper epimorphism by Proposition 2.2.1 ; observe also that Afp(G) and

Blp(G) are finite groups in C, as C is extension closed. Let B' (ßlp(G))p(G)
and A' (a I p(G))_1(5'). Then A',B' 6, and the restriction a': A' -A B'
of a I p(G) to A' is a split proper epimorphism. See Figure 1. Since G

is m-quasifree, there exists a continuous epimorphism A: G -a A' such that
cv'A (3lp(G))p. Then, for each g £ G, A(g) (fr, pig)), for some fr e A2.
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'Ytp(G)
A 1 p(G) ' ^ B } p(G)

A' B'

HI P(G)

G

Figure 1

A commutative diagram

Let T 1,*25 Jk} be a right transversal of H in G. For

i 1 define A,-: Hh -£ A to be À,- A|^,, i.e., A,(A) fx(Htß,
for x e //'''. According to Lemma 2.3.4, the diagram

a)p(H!i)
A I p(H<o ^ ß p(H")

A2

Pp(H")

1ÏHA

p(H)

commutes. Thus 3 o inn,. aA,.
We claim that A,- is surjective. Let a £ A and let b a(o). Since

$ is surjective, the commutativity of the above diagram ensures that there

exists (f,p(x))) £ (fi l p(Hl0) n B', where x G H'1', with f(Htß b. Choose
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/' : 2 —> A to be any function such that f'(Hti) a and otf / ; then

(f,p(x)) G A'. Therefore, 7ta.; takes A' n (A } p(H'r)) onto A. Because

ker A < ker p HG < Hh, it follows that A(g) G A I p(H'<) implies g £ Hli.

We deduce that A|^,- : H" —ïA'C\(Al p(H")) is an epimorphism, and hence

so is Aproving the claim.

Since G is quasifree, the total number of epimorphisms A: G-?A' such

that ayA (ß I p(G))p is m. Since He fl;=i has finite index in G,

these A restrict to m different homomorphisms

Â|ffc: Hg —^ A I p(Hc) A2

Recalling from Lemma 2.3.4 that the ttAj: A2 —> A (i 1 are the

direct product projections, we conclude that A|#c is determined by the maps
ttajX\hc \i\Hc, i 1,... ,k. It follows that there exists some j G {1,... ,1c},

such that the number of different maps Xj\hc constructed in this manner is

precisely m.
For each of these Ay, define A Ay o inn;ri \h- Then, since Ho has finite

index in H, we have constructed m different epimorphisms A : H —r A such

that a:A ß. Finally, observe that there cannot be more such A's since the

minimal number d(H) of generators of H converging to 1 is m and A is
finite. This completes the proof.

It is an open question whether the results of [2] for semifree profinite
groups also hold for quasifree groups.
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